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We demonstrate the ability to create, control the propagation, and annihilate domain walls in 25-

nm thick Tb22Co78 ferrimagnetic alloy wires using a temperature gradient under a constant applied

field. The temperature gradient is generated by passing a current through the wire, and the domain

wall properties are imaged using Kerr microscopy. The manipulation of the domain wall is made

possible by creating a temperature gradient such that the temperature at one end of the wire is

above the compensation temperature for the TbCo alloy, while the other end remains below the

compensation temperature. By tuning the intensity of the applied magnetic field and the current

flowing inside the wire, it is possible to carefully control the domain wall position that can then be

stabilized under zero applied field and current. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4922603]

The ability to manipulate magnetic domain walls (DWs)

has attracted interest for both fundamental understandings as

well as future applications. Moving magnetic DWs are

desired for permanent data storage and magnetic memory

applications1 as well as magnetic logic.2 The potential exists

for race track memories1 that are designed to store and trans-

fer information in non-mechanical, high-density, low-power,

and non-volatile recording systems. To this end, numerous

fundamental studies have been conducted to find new means

to manipulate magnetic domain walls. It is well known that a

magnetic field applied to a magnetic material can lead to do-

main wall formation and propagation. The possibility of

reversing magnetization using a polarized current was theo-

retically predicted over 30 years ago by Freitas and Berger,3

but is still under investigation.4 Even, more recently, the

possibility using of strain,5 electric field,6 optical fields,7 or

polarized pulse laser8–10 to reverse magnetization has

attracted much interest. Heat itself has recently been

proposed11 as an efficient control parameter for spin manipu-

lation, where a temperature gradient can generate spin cur-

rent due to electron and/or magnon flow. This thermoelectric

phenomenon of spin current generation is known as the spin

Seebeck effect and has also been suggested12 as a control pa-

rameter for DW manipulation. Hrabec et al. have shown that

using a composition gradient it is possible to generate a DW

in GdCo ferrimagnetic alloys, under a magnetic field, in the

vicinity of the compensation composition.13 Ferrimagnetic

alloy materials are studied recently because of their suitabil-

ity for optical switching,7,8 positive and negative exchange

bias,14,15 negative GMR effects,16,17 efficient current

induced domain wall motion,18 and tunable Curie tempera-

ture.19 In this letter, we examine how we can nucleate, prop-

agate, and then annihilate DWs20,21 in a ferrimagnetic

Tb22Co78 via a thermal gradient under applied magnetic

fields.

The Ta(3 nm)/Tb22Co78(25 nm)/Ta(5 nm) thin-film was

grown by dc magnetron sputtering onto a silicon substrate,

where TbCo is amorphous and has strong perpendicular mag-

netic anisotropy (PMA).17 In this sample, the magnetization

of the Co and Tb sublattices is exchange coupled antiferro-

magnetically, and each sublattice has a differing temperature

dependence of magnetization. Depending on the Tb1�xCox

composition, three cases are possible. For Co composition,

x> 0.85 and x< 0.75, the net magnetization is parallel or

antiparallel to the Co sublattice at all temperatures.19 For in-

termediate alloy compositions (0.75< x< 0.85), the differing

dependence on temperature leads to the existence of a mag-

netic compensation temperature (Tcomp), where the two sub-

lattices are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. In

this case, for temperatures above Tcomp, the net magnetization

of the film is parallel to the magnetization of the Co sublattice

(i.e., Co dominant); while below Tcomp, the net magnetization

is parallel to the Tb sublattice (Tb dominant). Magnetization

of our full film sample was measured by SQUID VSM and

displays a compensation temperature of 375 K in agreement

with Ref. 19.

It is possible to exploit the compensation temperature to

create, controllably propagate, and annihilate DWs as shown

schematically in Fig. 1. This is achieved by applying a tem-

perature gradient to a film, where the temperature range

spans either side of Tcomp. At the compensation temperature,

the sublattice moments are equal in magnitude and aligned

in opposite directions. This produces a vanishing magnetic

moment at the compensation point that increases on either

side. When under an applied field, this leads to 3 regions of

the magnetic film as shown in Fig. 1. In the regions where

the temperature is higher or lower than the compensation

temperature, the net magnetization of the alloy is along the

Co or Tb sublattice magnetization, respectively (Fig. 1). So,

if one could apply an infinite magnetic field perpendicular to

a)Current address: G�enie Electrique et Electronique de Paris, UMR-CNRS

8507, CentraleSupelec, Univ. Paris-Sud XI, F-91192 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex,

France.
b)Matthias Gottwald is currently affiliated with Qualcomm.
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the film, the net magnetization everywhere in the wire would

align along the field. The Co sublattice magnetizations in the

Co-dominant region (area in white in Fig. 1) and in the

Tb-dominant region (area in black in Fig. 1) would then be

anti-parallel, and a Co and Tb domain wall would be local-

ized at the position where the temperature reaches Tcomp.

However, due to finite field limitations, a hysteretic effect is

observed as the net magnetization needs to reach a certain

value before the sample anisotropy can be overcome. In this

general picture, an indeterminate area not affected by the

field can be defined (gradient grey area).

To experimentally explore the DW generation and

manipulation, the Tb22Co78 sample was annealed at 200 �C
for 2 h and then patterned into a series of wires with Hall

crosses, from 2 lm to 10 lm wide and 20 lm to 40 lm long

by electron-beam lithography and gold contacts were depos-

ited to electrically connect the sample. To observe the DW

propagation, we both heat the sample and create a tempera-

ture gradient. Joule heating was used by injecting a current

through the contacts into the wire as shown in Fig. 2(a)). An

engineered defect (shown by the green triangle in Fig. 2)

was introduced on the wire, which serves to increase the

local current density and thus the local temperature—form-

ing a hot spot. As a counterpart to the hot spot is an expan-

sion pad (left side)—a region where the width of the wire

increases, and consequently the temperature decreases—

serving as a heat sink. A temperature gradient is, therefore,

present along the wire and can be tuned by changing the in-

tensity of the injected current. Note that the current was

injected in both directions in order to study possible spin

transfer torque effects as has been proposed.18 However, the

DW propagation results are independent of current direction.

It was suggested that spin torque efficiency should be

enhanced in the vicinity of compensation, but such effects

were not observed—in agreement with the work reported on

GdCo.13

By injecting a large enough current, the temperature of

the “hot spot” can rise above the compensation temperature,

while the expansion pad remains cooler than the compensa-

tion temperature. In that case, for a large enough field

applied along the anisotropy axis (perpendicular to the film

plane), a DW nucleates. Figure 2 shows that for 350 mT

when a current of 16 mA (2.4� 1011 A/m2) is injected, the

temperature close to the nucleation site is sufficiently larger

than the compensation temperature, so that a Co-dominant

domain can switch to align with the field and consequently

nucleate a domain wall. By increasing the dissipated power

through the wire, the Co-dominant domain can be seen to

propagate across the film as seen in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). As the

power is increased, the domain propagates towards the

expansion pad at the far left of the sample—where an

increased area reduces heating. The domain can reach the

expansion pad and can start to enter the pad for current of

19.5 mA (around 3� 1011 A/m2). When the current is

reduced, the process is not smoothly reversible. The current

needs to be decreased to 13.5 mA (2� 1011 A/m2) to observe

the domain wall retracting. This hysteretic behavior observed

between the formation and annihilation currents highlights a

difference in the switching temperatures of the system.

From a series of measurements similar to that shown in

Fig. 2, four different events may be defined, which happen

for different sets of fields and currents (I and H). The Co-

dominant domain nucleates close to the hot spot at (IN and

HN), the domain wall propagates and reaches the expansion

pad at (IP and HP), it retracts from the expansion pad (IR and

HR), and finally the Co dominant sublattice domain annihi-

lates (IA and HA) at the original nucleation site. The evolu-

tion of those four fields is shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that, as

FIG. 1. Sketch of the magnetic configuration inside the wire when a field is

applied perpendicular to the wire, and a temperature gradient is present

along the wire. The gradient is applied such that the temperature is high on

the right and low on the left with the compensation temperature reached

halfway. The dominant sublattice magnetization will align itself in the direc-

tion of the magnetic field, where the Cobalt (resp. Terbium) is in shown in

white (resp. black) and is shown by the color of the film. In the grey gradient

intermediate region, the orientation of the magnetization depends on the

motion of the gradient (cooling or heating), as neither sublattice is suffi-

ciently dominant to control the net magnetization.

FIG. 2. Evolution of the magnetic configuration along a 2 lm TbCo wire

measured under an applied field of 350 mT using a Kerr microscope and

observed as a function of the injected current intensity. (a) A 16 mA current

is injected (red arrow), and a domain is nucleated at the hot spot localized

on the defect (green triangle). As we move away from the right defect to-

ward the expansion pad contact on the left, the temperature decreases, creat-

ing a temperature gradient along the wire ((a)–(d)). Increasing the current

causes the temperature to increase, and the domain wall is shown to move

toward the expansion pad—following the thermal gradient motion. ((e) and

(f)) When the current is sufficiently reduced, the domain wall will retract

back to the nucleation site. When the Co dominant domain expands, the

position of the domain wall is marked by a red sign; whereas when the Co

dominant domain retracts, the position of the domain wall is marked by a

blue sign. The distance between the engineered defect and the pad is 20 lm.

Current densities required to propagate are between 2� 1011 A/m2 and

3� 1011 A/m2.

242403-2 Tolley et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 242403 (2015)
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the sample approaches its compensation temperature, the

critical fields (HN, HP, HR, and HA) diverge as expected for

ferrimagnetic systems.

From the evolution of these fields, it is possible to

manipulate the DW with precision. For instance, for a given

applied field 350 mT, if the current is increased upon reach-

ing IN (for H¼ 350 mT), the domain wall is nucleated and

starts to propagate. During propagation, the domain wall

moves and stops on specific sites along the wire suggesting

domain wall pinning effects and thermally activated depin-

ning.22 For a given current and field, the domain wall may be

pinned in the middle of the wire. To stabilize the created do-

main wall, the retraction (IR and HR) and annihilation (IA

and HA) lines should not be crossed to avoid domain wall

motion or annihilation. To do so, first, we need to reduce the

field to zero while the temperature gradient is maintained

and then reduce the injected current. This pathway in phase

space is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3. By reducing field

but not changing the temperature, the picture in Fig. 4(a) is

produced where the Co-dominant domain is stationary within

the feature, and the thermal gradient is still active. Figure

4(b) is obtained when no current is flowing in the wire. The

lack of a visual shift between the Kerr images in Figs. 4(a)

and 4(b) indicates that the Co sublattice does not undergo

rotation with the reduction of the applied heating current.

However, with the cooling of the sample, the net film mag-

netization will rotate in the direction of the Tb sublattice as

sketched in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).

In summary, we are able to control the formation and

propagation of domains within a model ferrimagnetic system

near its compensation temperature. By crossing the compen-

sation temperature while under applied field, a shift in sub-

lattice dominance across Tcomp is used to generate a domain

wall within the material. This domain wall can be shifted

and controlled by varying the applied joule heating current

with the required temperatures for motion affected by the

applied field. The use of a temperature gradient could be

combined with polarized light for a better understanding of

the role of heat and compensation in all optical switching

experiments.9 Such effects could also be used on systems

showing exchange bias behavior14,15 and GMR effects.16,17

Finally, synthetic ferrimagnetic materials9 which are com-

patible with application requirements could be studied to

enhance the understanding of the behavior of such systems.
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